I
n their recent article for Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, Bill Wilkie and Elizabeth Moore (2003, hereinafter W&M) provide a carefully conceived, impressively comprehensive, skillfully organized, beautifully articulated, subtly nuanced, and marvelously evenhanded account of how the body of knowledge in marketing has evolved over the past century and of where this development has led with respect to the scholarly treatment of issues related to the role of marketing in society. In the latter connection, W&M's major conclusion-announced as early as their brief prefatory "Note To Readers"-contends that "some higher levels of marketing analysis, such as those reflecting larger views of the aggregate marketing system, have been recently disappearing from the priority perspectives of most modern marketing researchers" (p. 116). Over the course of a 30-page exposition, W&M unfold this theme with praiseworthy patience and enviable command of the relevant literature. Probably the defining moment in this account appears in their identification of "A Puzzling Paradox" (p. 135), wherein at the end of the most recent era of marketing scholarship, during which a specialization of academic pursuits has encouraged a fragmentation of scholarly focuses, the field has experienced a "significant decline" in its "interest and coverage of marketing and society" (p. 135). For example, over the past ten years, the list of research priorities generated by the Marketing Science Institute (MSI) has shown "no mention of marketing and society issues" (p. 136). Thus, rather paradoxically, the fragmentation of research interests in the field of marketing has allowed isolated scholars and organizations engaged in the study of marketing and society to flourish (e.g., narrowly targeted journals and conferences devoted to studies of public policy and marketing, macromarketing, consumer affairs, social marketing, ethics in marketing, and so forth; Figure 4 , p. 140), even while "[t]he marketing and society area has been treated with 'benign neglect' by the new academic mainstream of research in marketing" (p. 140). Thus, distracted by the short-term incentives of the publish-orperish system, young scholars have eschewed any ambitiously long-term focus on the aggregate marketing system (p. 140). In this overspecialized, intellectual climate, knowledge of issues related to marketing and society runs the risk of "being lost" (p. 141) amid doctoral students who "do not regard this area as professionally relevant for them, at least at this stage of their careers" (p. 142).
Take your pick. Call it a paradox, or call it a tragedy. Either way, the situation delineated so perceptively by W&M represents a sorry state of affairs, one whose symptoms they describe eloquently but, unfortunately, one whose causes they do not really explain. Specifically, although W&M chart the evolution of marketing thought in detail with excellent tables and figures to support their qualitative conclusions by means of striking charts and graphs, they refrain from speculating about why the area of marketing and society has suffered the intellectual fall from grace that they document so convincingly.
Indeed, the evolutionary fate of marketing and society as a topic for study in the marketing discipline resembles the troubled fortunes of the motion-picture industry. Both reached their peak (percentage of publications in the former case, audience attendance in the latter) during the mid-1940s and have declined ever since (Table 9, p. 139). The difference is that in the case of movies, we know why the decline in fortunes occurred. In a word, television. In contrast, in the case of research on marketing and society, W&M offer no real explanation for the downward drift that they observe. Rather, on the issue of why scholars have collectively shied away from studies of the aggregate marketing system, W&M leave us hanging.
In this, I believe that W&M's generous sense of compassion and fair play gets the better of them. They resemble the room full of diplomats who cannot help but notice that an 800-pound gorilla wearing a prom dress is sitting in the corner but who are just too polite to mention this strange but telling circumstance out loud. Discretion and decorum prevail, but only at the expense of mystification.
Fortunately, dear reader, I myself do not suffer from any such scruples premised on the dictates of tact and good manners. Rather, I believe that the explanation for why marketing scholars have begun to neglect the topic of marketing and society has a clear answer, that this answer is far more ugly to behold than any 800-pound gorilla in a prom dress, that it rears its nasty head in countless ways that have distorted or even corrupted marketing education in the contemporary U.S. university, and that somebody (perhaps yours truly) needs to voice the issues of such pernicious effects as a warning against further irreparable damage to the intellectual integrity of our discipline.
In this connection, I believe that the situation that W&M identify is even more paradoxical than they have surmised. Specifically, I believe that there is a fatal flaw in the ethos of marketing that has made our discipline uniquely susceptible to the degrading influences that have distracted us collectively from critical issues of the role of marketing in society. I refer, of course, to the doctrine of managerial relevance in general and to its increasingly privileged position in the halls of academia where paradoxically, indeed beyond paradoxically, the internal contradictions inherent in marketing the study of marketing to putative students of marketing tend to corrupt the nature of that study.
Specifically, the past 15 years have witnessed a vast and depressing sea change in the academic values found in our institutions of higher learning. University administrators have gravitated toward a philosophy that regards their students as customers and that shamelessly caters to the desires of these student customers in a manner comparable to that of any other business venture. Early on, say, in their freshman or sophomore years, the demands of university students tend to center on the wish for entertainment. Thus, professors are pressured to make their classes as engaging and fun as possible until edutainment, as it is sometimes called, becomes the order of the day. But, as such students work their way up the academic food chain toward graduation from college and a period of time spent in an MBA program, they put aside their childish ways and begin to focus-with a singleness of purpose that would be impressive or even admirable were it not so totally inimical to the slightest hint of intellectual curiosity-on the ultimate reward from their education in general and from their business training in particular. Specifically, they obsess about their careers to the point at which their obliging professors-again, inspired by the pressures brought to bear by vigilant school administrators (annual reviews, end-of-term course evaluations, and all that) -gladly and even obsequiously turn their courses into thinly disguised exemplars of vocational training until the trade-school mentality, as it is sometimes called, takes over the academic enterprise.
As the 800-pound gorilla begins to stir and starts to twirl the seductive hem of her flirty skirt, we sense with a suppressed feeling of dread where all this is heading. Oblivious to the potential improprieties involved, however, we press on, apprehensive about the outcome but determined to struggle onward toward the answer to our question.
The answer, of course, is that marketing academicians, mired in the exigencies of pandering to student customers who care only about the on-the-job utility to be gained from any piece of information offered for their inspection and who appraise the value of their educational experience according to the same standards endorsed by business publications that measure the worth of an MBA degree according to the net present value of future salaries less the costs of tuition and forgone earnings, have no choice but to promulgate ideas, concepts, and insights calculated to charm the banausic sensibilities of their students by virtue of their manifest applicability to the workplace. As a result, managerial relevance becomes the order of the day and ascends ineluctably to the rank of top priority among businessschool teaching objectives. Students who believe that they obtain anything less for their hard-earned and grudgingly invested tuition dollars will ruthlessly punish any offending faculty member.
All this means that teachers who dare to breathe a word about any concept that appears "theoretical" rather than "practical" or that seems "ivory tower" rather than "real world" will have no one but themselves to blame when they are mercilessly castigated by school administrators and other colleagues obsessed with course evaluations. Foremost among the ideas routinely viewed by career-dedicated and salary-inspired business students as theoretical or ivory tower in the extreme, we find all those aspects of marketing thought that pertain to the role of marketing in society and the nature of business as part of the larger social system. Ideas about business ethics, social responsibility, the economic system, or the ecological view of marketing strategy fail to carry obvious significance for the income-based maximization of returns on tuition dollars. Any teacher who is foolish enough to try to convince money-obsessed MBA students that such concerns matter in the larger scheme of things will soon confront the undeniable fact that nobody in the MBA classroom gives a damn about the larger scheme of things. All anybody cares about is finding the most rapid route toward immediate career advancement. If that implies a disinterest in issues related to the role of marketing in a society's business system, then so much the worse for society's business system. Is it any wonder, then, that the astute university studiously avoids all mention of these issues related to marketing and society, whose name one dares not speak? To imagine that an individual faculty member would devote serious scholarly attention to research on topics such as the aggregate marketing system would enter the realm of absurdity. And so, with the university's growing embrace of customer orientation, with its consequent fealty to teaching evaluations, with the resultant pressures on instructors to adopt an anti-intellectual vocation-oriented subservience to the provision of diplomas as tickets to career opportunities, does it not follow inevitably that the systematic study of marketing and society gets short shrift?
The 800-pound gorilla begins to dance, awkwardly, but nonetheless menacingly, slowly twirling toward the increasingly frightened circle of diplomats who have thus far persisted in ignoring her undeniably encroaching presence. The horrified spectators search frantically for an escape from this predicament.
In a similar spirit, I sense the reader beginning to wonder if I do not perhaps overstate my case. For example, is it not true that certain estimable scholars have managed to resist the marketing-inspired-but-marketing-unfriendly paradox just described in order to write learned works on the role of marketing in society? In this connection, do we not think immediately of such names as Alan Andreasen, Craig Smith, Gene Lazniak, Pat Murphy, and Bill Wilkie himself? The answer, of course, is that yes we do but also that, indeed, such notable figures constitute the exceptions that appear to prove the rule enunciated by my more pessimistic view.
Specifically, the distinguished cast of characters just listed all reside or have recently resided at Catholic universities: Georgetown, Marquette, and Notre Dame. I have never had the privilege of teaching at a Catholic institution, but I find it easy to imagine that the Jesuit influence fosters a sense of intellectual commitment not found at schools more dedicated to the lucre-centered ethos of a less idealistic tradition. In my experience, Catholics tend to wonder about big and important issues-spirituality, goodness, faith, divinity, and all that. They find time in their daily lives to embrace concerns that tend to elude those of us who move in circles in which monetary success is viewed as a conspicuous symptom of blessedness. If the entire academic universe were populated by scholars at Catholic universities, we would probably not need to worry about the fate of knowledge regarding the role of marketing in society or about intellectual inquiry into the nature of the aggregate marketing system. But we experience no such good fortune. Instead, we dwell in a business empire in which the citizens of the world, their academic representatives, and the student customers whom they nurture (who are far from caring about spiritual or even societal concerns) are motivated, one and all, by nothing so much as ... greed.
In this, I believe that an analogy between contemporary business education and the pharmaceutical industry would be appropriate. As far as I can figure out, the big drug companies care about nothing so much as enhancing their already pace-setting profits. Hiding behind claims that high prices facilitate the investment of research and development funds in the development of new drugs and are therefore ethically justifiable, they increase medical costs to society while bombarding consumers with a ceaseless barrage of advertising intended to persuade them to stampede their doctors' offices in search of the latest, much-touted remedy for some ailment from which they might not even sufferViagra, say, as a recreational drug for young people or Vioxx, say, for someone who could have attained far safer relief from a much less expensive dose of Advil. Until Vioxx was pulled from the market because of its dangerous side effects, Merck pumped more dollars into direct-toconsumer advertising for this hazardous product than Pepsi spent on its cola or Budweiser on its beer. Clearly, such expenditures are premised on the hope of lucrative financial returns and nothing more. In the case of a less profitable but more essential pharmaceutical product, such as flu vaccine, the public must suffer a shortage that bespeaks nothing so much as the malign effects of corporate greed on social welfare.
The analogy with business schools in general and marketing education in particular seems pretty clear. Universities obsess increasingly about the need to maximize tuition dollars. Rising tuition costs are justified by the magnificent increases in salaries that students attain by virtue of their business degrees. Thus, administrators and professors pander to the wishes of their student customers with promises of managerial relevance, real-world applicability, tools for onthe-job success, and, most important, career advancement. Possible side effects of the MBA degree, such as threats to family ties, damage to personal relationships, or the devaluation of human decency, dwindle in importance when compared with the glittering allure of gleaming appeals to glorified pecuniary prosperity. Such enticements exalt the virtues and rewards of a life devoted to the pursuit of self-interest and to the gratification of greed. In such a Faustian bargain, both the school and its anti-intellectual progeny thrive. If society must suffer the consequences of, say, an Enron scandal or an Exxon oil spill or a Ford Motor atrocity, this seems a small price to pay for the greater goods of advancing the free enterprise system and ratifying its obdurate obeisance to the Almighty Dollar.
Meanwhile, mindful of the adage that those who pay the piper call the tune, business-school professors obligingly research the topics that they get paid to study either directly in the form of consulting fees or indirectly in the shape of course evaluations and publishing-rather-than-perishing. Indeed, in the current climate of fanatic attention to teacher ratings, which are tied more obviously to a school's bottom line than are publications representing the advance of new knowledge, popularity with students looms increasingly as a consideration of greater importance than research output as the key criterion for judging a faculty member's excellence. Under these conditions, what faculty member would pursue a project so foolhardy as the study of marketing and society? After all, professors are not stupid. They see the writing on the wall. They hear the rhythm of the drum to which all their colleagues obediently march. Even while remaining discreetly silent, they know about the 800-pound gorilla that everyone is too polite to mention.
From her corner, the dancing 800-pound gorilla now advances relentlessly with an air of merciless determination. Although she looks ridiculous in her dainty prom dress, she presents a terrifying spectacle-burning with pain, consumed by rage, striking terror in our hearts. Someone has painted her grizzly lips with blood-red lipstick, circling the jagged row of crooked teeth that flash at us in a grotesque grin. On her daggerlike fingernails, she wears the same hideous shade of crimson polish. With one ugly, furry, prehensile digit, she now beckons to us. O, my God: She wants one of us to dance with her. Quick, somebody, give that gorilla a Vioxx tablet!
